
 

Network Inventory Advisor is a small and easy to use program that can help you keep your home or small business network in order. Network Inventory Advisor has a simple and intuitive interface wherein it will show all the computers and devices connected in your network. It will also show the activity for each computer or device, like when it was last turned on or off, if its currently working in idle
mode, and even how much data it transmits. It can also be used as a command-line tool, thus an administrator can remotely manage the inventory without needing to install anything on the computers themselves. Network Inventory Advisor is available for Windows XP SP2 through Windows 8 (32-bit). Network Inventory Advisor supports Windows network domains, Windows workgroup systems, and
basic Novell NetWare support. It also supports multiple Novell NetWare servers using server names, not IP addresses. Network Inventory Advisor was written by the same developer who wrote other popular network utilities like NetSetMan, NetSetMan NG, PCDisk Suite, Dumpcfg etc.

The version history of this software is not well documented. The following release notes are taken from the author's website:

This software is not compatible with 64 bit operating systems.

The following are some positive reviews found on Sourceforge:

The author released an update v4. 5.3 which includes the following features:

The author released an update v4.7.4 which includes the following features:

The author released an update v5.1.6 which includes the following features:

The author released an update v5.2.7 which includes the following features: Patrik Vånquist, "Network Inventory Advisor v4 - review". , http://serverfarmreviews.com/reviews/network-inventory-advisor-v4-review/, retrieved on April 19th, 2014 This software is not compatible with 64 bit operating systems. 

The following are some positive reviews found on Sourceforge:

The author released an update v5.1.7 which includes the following features:

The author released an update v5.2.8 which includes the following features:

The author released an update v5.3.0 which includes the following features:

The author released an update v5.4.1 which includes the following features:

The author released an update v6.0 which includes the following features: Patrik Vånquist, "Network Inventory Advisor 6 - review". , http://serverfarmreviews. com/reviews/network-inventory-advisor-6-review/, retrieved on April 19th, 2014 This software is not compatible with 64 bit operating systems. 

The following are some positive reviews found on Sourceforge:

The author shared the source code of Network Inventory Advisor, so it can be used for free, without any restrictions. Here is what you can do with it: 

Vånquist also released the source code of Dumpcfg (another tool for Network Inventory Advisor). He wrote that he will not be improving or developing it further, due to his lack of time (he now has a job that consumes all his time).
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